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Introduction: The great variability in corona morphology, topography, and size has long been recognized (e.g.
[1]). Although widely applicable, a basic three-stage model
for the formation of the most important features observed
in coronae [2] does not account for all observations [3]. In
order to explain the diversity of coronae, detailed documentation and examination of the differences that exist is
required. Our approach is to consider the geologic units,
structures, and topography in the context of their regional
stratigraphy, e.g. [4]. In this work we present a detailed
examination of one of the largest coronae, Heng-o. A relative history of the observed features will help constrain the
timing of interior and annulus-related activity.
Heng-o Corona, over 1000 km in diameter, is located
near the equator of Venus (2˚N, 355˚E) and is classified as
concentric [1]; [5] report more than one phase of annulus
formation at Heng-o and conclude it is a relatively young
corona based on deformation subsequent to regional plains
formation. The N and S parts of Heng-o’s annulus, while
both prominent, are not clearly connected. Interior and
exterior troughs are associated with the annulus in both the
N and S. Despite great annulus relief, the average base-line
elevation of Heng-o’s interior does not deviate greatly
from that of the surrounding region.
Interior: Observations. Major features of the interior
of Heng-o Corona include two sets of fractures, one trending N-S, the other trending NW-SE, volcanic shields, and
plains with wrinkle ridges. Fig. 1 is a SAR image of Heng-o
overlain with topography.
The N-S fractures appear to cross-cut the NW-SE fractures. Most areas of these fracture sets correlate with relatively high topography within the interior.
For the most part, the volcanic shields and associated
material are superimposed on the fracture sets. These shield
plains usually occupy relatively low areas among the fracture outcrops, as in the N and SE, or moderate elevations
within the corona in general, such as in the SW. In the NW,
shield plains both overlie and are cut by fractures of the
NW-SE set. In the SE, fractures of the NW-SE set clearly cut
several individual shields that are relatively larger and
brighter than those overlying the fractures and appear to be
embayed by later deposits.
Plains containing wrinkle ridges embay both the fracture sets and shields as well as the interior margins of the
corona annulus, and are generally found in low areas, best
exemplified in the trough interior to the annulus in the SE.
Features overlying wrinkle-ridge deformation include local
fractures and diffuse areas of light, featureless plains. In the
SE, patches of a dark material embay wrinkle ridges.
Besides those fractures already mentioned, smaller areas of fractures are present near the annulus in the S, W, and
N. In the S, N-S fractures and cross-cutting roughly concentric graben are embayed by flows with wrinkle ridges. There
are also concentric graben that may have formed after emplacement of these plains. In the W, a terrain with radial and
concentric fractures (whose relationships are unclear) is
embayed by shields and plains with wrinkle ridges. In the
trough interior to the northern annulus, concentric graben
cross-cut patches of the N-S fracture set and are partly filled
with dark material.

Discussion and Conclusions. A general sequence of
major events at Heng-o is given in Fig. 2. The interior fracture sets appear to pre-date the majority of the shields.
However, some shield activity was occurring prior to or
concurrent with formation of the NW-SE fractures. Shields
are younger than most instances of concentric fractures and
are in turn postdated by regional plains emplacement and
wrinkle-ridge deformation. In many cases concentric fractures formed after the non-concentric fractures they crosscut, while in a few instances they may be concurrent.
There has been little late activity within the Heng-o’s
interior. Wrinkle-ridge deformation is wide-spread, but the
interior of the corona is not covered in wrinkle-ridged
plains to the extent of the exterior regional plains. Also,
there is no major resurfacing by extensive smooth flows
produced by corona-related volcanism such as at Quetzalpetlatl Corona [6], of similar size.
The interior contains many exposures of fractures and
shield plains as well as kipukas of shields. This contrasts
greatly with the character of the surrounding regional
plains, as mentioned above. The major components of the
geological sequence in the corona interior correspond well
with those of the global stratigraphy of Basilevsky and
Head [7]: psh1 – FB – psh2 – pwr. Thus, it is possible that
many features observed within the corona today formed
independently of influences of corona activity (i.e., as on
any other area of Venus) and were subsequently preserved
due to their location in the corona interior.
The interior concentric graben, probably related to annulus formation, post-date the major interior fracture sets,
and some are embayed by shield material. Thus, the earliest
interior evidence of annulus formation occurred after fracturing and before some shield activity. The interior
troughs, characterized by such concentric fractures in the N
and plains with wrinkle ridges in the S, also formed after
the major interior fractures and before the wrinkle-ridged
plains, perhaps concurrently with or soon after concentric
fracturing. Later interior fractures that are not quite concentric and are further inwards from the annulus may indicate
later corona-related extension centered at a different point.
Annulus and Exterior: Observations. Features of the
annulus and exterior of Heng-o Corona vary greatly around
its perimeter. We focus on aspects we consider most relevant to the questions we are addressing, beginning with the
SE. The topographically high annulus (35 km across here)
consists of concentric graben, with relatively high intervening sections and ridges. Proximal concentric features
are intersected by radial fractures, while the latter are absent
or less prominent in distal concentric features. These radial
fractures are probably a continuation of the NW-SE set of
interior fractures, separated by the low, wrinkle ridged
plains-filled interior trough. Further to the S, these radial
fractures cut all the way across concentric features of the
annulus. In the E, no such radial features are present, in the
annulus or interior. Wrinkle-ridged plains clearly embay
the annulus on the interior. The exterior of the annulus is
also embayed by similar plains, although the relationship
is less clear.
Exterior to the annulus in the southern half of the corona is a topographically low trough (30-50 km across)
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flooded with volcanic flows that have wrinkle ridges in the
E and are smooth in the W. Outside of this trough is a second topographic rise, smoother and broader than the annulus, that slopes gently down to the S to the regional plains.
This second rise is characterized by a complex arrangement
of oblique graben whose dominant trend is displaced 3060˚ clockwise from the trend of the annulus. The graben
range from straight to wavy to stepped, and some recalling
an en-echelon morphology. There is also a less welldeveloped orientation of graben intersecting the first at
roughly 120˚, resulting in a pattern also suggested by the
stepped graben trends. Towards the W, the oblique fractures
become more concentrically oriented.
In the W, the smooth flows within the exterior trough
embay the annulus and the graben on the exterior rise. On
most of this rise material cut by the oblique grabens resembles the regional plains and the graben appear to cut
the wrinkle-ridges, although it is difficult to determine as
their trends are nearly parallel. Minor patches of dark material embay the wrinkle ridges, and associated shields are
superimposed on the oblique fractures, although the volcanic deposits do not obliterate the fractures.
In the N, the annulus is a prominent topographic high
covered in wrinkle-ridged plains and lacking any visible
fractures. The regional wrinkle ridge trends on the exterior
plains are deflected slightly and enhanced around this annulus, conforming most prominently to a concentric orientation in the exterior trough.
In the E, just inside the rise and concentric fractures of
the annulus, are several wide graben that cut previously
deformed terrain. These later graben do not quite parallel
those of the annulus and are themselves filled with flows
from the interior exhibiting wrinkle ridges.
At the gap between the northern and southern annuli in
the NW, a horseshoe-shaped topographic rise extends outwards from the corona. Exposures of fractures and shields
account for much of the high topography. However, an arcuate rise, not quite concentric with the corona as a whole,
exists as the horseshoe’s outermost N-NW perimeter, and
merges with the northern annulus.
Discussion and Conclusions. Features of the annulus
and exterior are also included in Fig. 2. In the southern half
of Heng-o’s annulus, most recent activity has been in the
distal and exterior parts of the annulus. In the SE, the absence of radial fractures in the distal annulus indicates it
was resurfaced before the outer concentric fractures formed,
or that radial features were not extended with the formation
of new outer concentric fractures. In any case, it appears
that the annulus has ‘grown’ by expanding outwards.
Based on lack of clear embayment by the exterior regional plains, and on their relationship with the wrinkle
ridges, oblique graben on the S exterior rise likely formed
in response to uplift after, or in the later stages of, regional
plains emplacement and wrinkle ridge deformation. At least
two distinct instances of relatively minor post-wrinkleridge volcanism occurred exterior to the annulus.
Fracturing was either complete within the northern topographic annulus before emplacement of wrinkle-ridged
plains, or never took place. Formation of the topographic
rise of the northern annulus concurrently with or prior to
wrinkle-ridged plains emplacement would account for its
influence on the regional wrinkle ridge trend.
Arcuate graben that are not parallel with those of the
eastern annulus attest to yet another stage of annulus activ-

ity, younger than the main southern annulus, but older
than the wrinkle ridged plains.
The discontinuity between the northern and southern
annuli, the relatively high topographic horseshoe arc in
the NW, and the above mentioned multiple episodes of
annulus activity, a phenomenon also described at Heng-o
by [5], suggest that the apparent center of annulus formation shifted slightly over time and that not all areas of the
surface are affected similarly.
The geologic history of Heng-o Corona supported by
this study is represented graphically in Fig. 2. Interior fracturing due to regional activity followed by initial concentric fracturing both occurred prior to the end of psh. Multiple periods of S annulus growth probably extended beyond
this point. Emplacement of regional plains and wrinkle
ridge deformation post-dates initial formation of the N
annulus, but occurred prior to and/or concurrently with
formation of the S exterior rise.
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Fig. 1. SAR image and topography overlay of Heng-o Corona. Image is 1200 km across. Green is high, blue is low.

Fig. 2. Relative stratigraphic sequence at Heng-o Corona.

